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Abstract 
One proves that the generative capacity of nonreturning parallel communicating (PC) grammar 
systems with context-free rules, centralized or not, does not overpass that of the noncentralized 
returning PC grammar systems. This strengthens previous results in this area and clarifies the 
returning-nonreturning relationship. 
1. Introduction 
The parallel communicating (PC) grammar systems have been introduced in [9] 
as a grammatical model of parallel computing. Motivations and bibliographical details 
can be found in [2]. 
In short, such a system consists of several grammars that work synchronously, on 
their own sentential forms, and communicate by request. More specifically, in the 
nonterminal alphabet of the system there are special symbols Q,, called query symbols, 
associated in a one to one manner to the components of the system. When a component 
Gi introduces a query symbol Qj, the component Gj has to send its current string 
(providing it does not contain query symbols) to the grammar Gi for replacing all the 
occurrences of Q,. One component is distinguished as the master and the language 
generated by it, alone or involving communications, is the language generated by the 
system. 
There are two important classifications of PC grammar systems, with respect to the 
communication graph and to the returning feature: a system is called centralized if 
only the master is allowed to introduce query symbols, and noncentralized, in the 
nonrestricted case; if any component, after communicating, resumes working from its 
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axiom, then the system is called returning and it is nonreturning if after communication 
each component continues to process its current string. 
This way, four basic classes of PC grammar systems are obtained: centralized return- 
ing, centralized nonreturning, noncentralized returning, noncentralized nonreturning. 
Clearly, each centralized system is by definition also noncentralized, but the relationship 
between returning and nonreturning systems is much more complex. For instance, the 
families of languages generated by centralized returning and centralized nonreturning 
systems with right-linear rules are incomparable [2,3]. There is no difference between 
returning and nonretuming context-sensitive systems: in the centralized case both types 
of systems characterize the context-sensitive languages, in the noncentralized case they 
characterize the recursively enumerable languages, see [2,4, lo]. 
For a while no relation has been known for PC grammar systems with context- 
free components, between the families generated in the returning and the nonreturning 
manner. Recently, it has been proved in [7], that a centralized nonretuming PC gram- 
mar system with context-free rules can be simulated by a noncentralized returning 
system. 
One strengthens here this result, by proving that the nonreturning feature can be 
simulated by the returning one even when starting from noncentralized PC grammar 
systems. Thus, the centralization is not a condition for obtaining such a result. More- 
over, the proof gives, as particular cases, similar results for right-linear and linear 
PCGS’s. (For linear PC grammar systems the assertion is proved also in [12].) The 
use of noncentralization is essential in this proof, and we conjecture that the correspond- 
ing inclusion does not hold in the centralized case: one cannot simulate a centralized 
nonreturning PCGS with context-free rules by a centralized returning system. 
The result presented here is significant for the theory of PC grammar systems for at 
least two reasons: (1) it settles a relation between two basic families; (2) many papers 
about PC grammar systems are devoted to returning systems; this is, for instance, the 
case of all complexity researches in this area [ 1,5,6,8, etc.]. One sees now that the 
nonreturning systems are, in fact, unimportant from the generative point of view, they 
are covered by the returning systems. This, however, does not imply that the complexity 
of the two types of systems is necessarily the same: the construction here increases 
the number of components of the involved systems from n to a polynomial of degree 
two and, moreover, to each step in the initial system about 2n steps correspond in the 
new one when generating a string. 
As a basic idea of this proof one extends the idea used in [7]: at the same moment 
a communication from a component G; to a component Gj is performed, the string 
of Gi is also communicated to a wittness component GI. Thus a copy of the current 
string of Gi is provided, such that, by a communication from Gi to Gi, one simulates 
in the returning way a nonreturning communication from Gi to Gj. The construction is 
much more complex when one starts from a noncentralized system because of multiple 
queries and, mainly, to linked queries, from one component to another one. Discus- 
sions about these difficulties and examples illustrating them can be found in the next 
section. 
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2. Parallel communicating rammar systems 
One uses the following notations. For a finite alphabet V, V* is the free monoid 
generated by V under the operation of concatenation. Its elements are called strings 
or words; L is the empty string, V + = V* - {A}. For x E V*, 1x1 is the length of x 
and if U s V, 1x1,~ is the number of all occurrences of symbols of U in x. For more 
details in formal language theory the reader is referred to [ 111. 
Definition. A PC grammar system of degree n, n > 1, is a construct 
+Y = (N,K,T,GI,...,G,), 
where N, K, T are pairwise disjoint alphabets, with K = {Ql,. . , Qn}, Gi = (N U 
K, T, Pi,Si), 1 <k <n; the elements of N are nonterminal symbols, those of T are 
terminals; the elements of K are called query symbols; the grammars Gi are the com- 
ponents of the system. The query symbols are associated in a one to one manner to the 
components, by their indices. When discussing the type of the components in Chomsky 
hierarchy, the query symbols are interpreted as nonterminals. 
For (xI,...A),(YI,..., y,), with Xi, yi E (N U T U K)*, 1 <i<n (we call such an 
n-tuple a corz$guration), XI 6 T*, we write (XI,. . . ,x,) + (yi,. . . , yn) if one of the 
following two cases holds: 
(i) IxiJK = 0 for all 1 <idn; then Xi =+p, y, or xi = J’i E T*, 1 <ien; 
(ii) there is i, 1 d i 6 n, such that lxil~ > 0; we write such a string xi as 
xi = ZIQ~,Z~Q~~ .ztQ;,zt+~r 
for t>l, ziE(NUT)*, l<idt+l; if \x~,IK=O for all l<j<t, then 
yi = ZIXi,Z2%2 . . Zt%,Zt+ I 3 
[and yii = S,,, 1 <j d t]; otherwise yi = xi. For all unspecified i we have yi = xi. 
Point (i) defines a rewriting step (componentwise, on all components whose current 
strings are not terminal), (ii) defines a communication step: the query symbols Qi, 
introduced in some Xi are replaced by the associated strings xi,, providing that these 
strings do not contain further query symbols. The communication has priority over 
rewriting. The work of the system is blocked when circular queries appear, as well as 
when no query symbol is present but point (i) is not performed because a component 
cannot rewrite its sentential form, although it is a nonterminal string. 
The above considered definition of the relation + is given for the returning PC 
grammar systems: after communicating, a component resumes working from its axiom. 
If the brackets, [and yi, = Si,, 1 <i Q t], are removed, then we obtain the definition 
of a derivation step in the nonreturning PCGS’s: after communicating, a component 
continues to process the current string. 
The language generated by y is the language generated by its first component, called 
the master grammar (Gi above), when starting from (Si,. . .,S,,), that is 
L(y)={w~T*l(Sl,..., &)+*(w,cI~ ,..., M,), for?jE(NUTUK)*, 2fidn). 
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(One does not care about the strings in the components 2,. . . ,n in the last con- 
figuration of a terminal derivation; moreover, the work of y stops when a termi- 
nal string is obtained in the first component since no more derivation steps can be 
done.) 
The systems in which only the master may introduce query symbols are called cen- 
tralized and the other ones are called noncentralized. Denote by PC(X)/CPC(X) the 
family of languages generated by the returning noncentralized/centralized PC grammar 
systems with rules of type X (and of arbitrarily degree) and by NPC(X)/NCPC(X) the 
family of languages generated by nonreturning noncentralized/centralized PC grammar 
systems with rules of type X. One considers here X = RL (right-linear) or X = CF 
(context-free). 
3. Simulating nonreturning systems by returning systems 
The difference between the returning and the nonreturning systems consists of the 
way the communication steps are performed. We give here an example for illustrating 
this fact. Take first the centralized case. Suppose that the PC grammar system has three 
components and that after a rewriting step the following configuration is obtained. 
(ulQ2u2Q3u3~ x2, x3), 
where u~,u~,u~,x~,x~ do not contain query symbols. If the system is nonreturning, then 
after the communication step one has 
(~Ix2~2x3~3, x2, x3>. 
If the system is returning, the configuration obtained after communication is 
(~Ix2~2x3~3, s2, s3). 
Note that in both cases the same strings are communicated to the master (Gi), the 
difference being that in the returning system no copy of the transmitted strings remains 
in the originate grammars. 
Take now a noncentralized system with three components. Then it is possible to 
obtain configurations in which two components introduce query symbols. Consider 
such a configuration 
where ui,u2, u~,u~,zQ,x~ do not contain query symbols. For satisfying all the query 
symbols, two communication steps are needed. In the nonretuming case these steps are 
performed as follows 
(a) =+ (wQ2uzQ3~3, ulx3u2, X3) 
=+ (~l~Ix3~2~2~3~3, vIx3u2, x3> 
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and in the returning case 
(1) =+ (u1Q2~2Q3~3, ulx3u2, s3) 
Note that here the difference is two sided: the first one is the same as in the centralized 
case, while the second one consists of the fact that the strings communicated to the 
grammar Gt are not the same in the two considered situations. 
This example reveals the increased complexity of simulating nonreturning noncen- 
tralized PC grammar systems by returning PC grammar systems, compared to the 
centralized case. 
Theorem. WC(X) C PC(X), X E {IL&, CF}. 
Proof. Consider first the context-free case. Let y be a noncentralized nonretuming PC 
grammar system 
Y = (N,K~,G,...,G,), 
for some n 22 (the case 12 = 1 is trivial). 
We construct a noncentralized returning PC grammar system 7’ 
7’ = (N’, K’, T, G,, , G;;) ,...> G(1:n-2), G,2, G;;‘, . . , G’,T-2’, G,3,. . . , 
G,,,, GA;‘, . . , G;:“-2’, Gn2, G;:‘, . , G;:“-2’, Gn3, G,), 
where N’ = N U {Sk1 1 1 <k <n, 1 <j 63) U {S,.Z,Z’}. The query symbols are denoted 
using the same symbols as the associated grammars, also the production set and the ax- 
iom of each grammar, excepting the query symbols for Gk,, which are QiI), respectively, 
and the axioms of G, and of Gg.‘, which are S, for all 1 <k d n, 1 <j < 2, 2 6s < 2n -2. 
The production sets of the components of y’ are 
(2n-2) 
pkl = (Sk1 + Qk2 ,skl + Qk3> Up;,, 
(2n-2) 
pk2 = (Sk2 --j Qk, , Sk2 + z’} u p;2> 
~tQi,~t+l E pk, t3 1, UI,. . .,u~+I E (N U r)*, A E N, 
1 Gil,... i,<n, 2<sl,... s,d2n - 2, SI,. . . , s2 even numbers}, 
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P;;’ = {S + z, z + Q;-“}, 26sd2n - 2, 
Pk3 = (Sk3 --) Sk, & + z’, z’ --+ z’}, 
P, = {S i Q,&’ . . Qj’,“-“. . QnzQ$‘. . . Q$‘-*I, Z ---f Z}. 
for all k, 1 <k<n, and j = 1,2. 
The idea of this construction is to consider for each component Gk, 1 <k 6 n, of the 
initial system, a couple of grammars C&i and G k2, which simulate the functioning of 
Gk. They work, in fact, on the same sentential form, which, at one rewriting step is 
in one of them, at the next rewriting step is in the other and so on. Hence, after each 
rewriting step in the new system y’, a sequence of consecutive communication steps 
follows, after that the sentential form passes from one of the grammars Gki, Gk2, to the 
other. One has also introduced the “assistant” grammars Gi’, j = 1,2, 2 <s < 2n - 2, 
that help to perform this transmission of the sentential form which circulates between 
Gki and Gkz. More precisely, after the sentential form iS rewritten in Gki (one step), 
a sequence of communications follows, during which, after all (possible) occurrences 
of query symbols in the sentential form are satisfied, it is transmitted first to the 
component GE’, then (from here) to GE) and so on, until it arrives in Gc-*), from 
where it is sent to Gkz. During these communications the grammars GFi, 2 <,<s < 2n - 2, 
are inactive. After this sequence of communications is finished, the sentential form is 
rewritten one step in Gk2, and then another sequence of communications follows. After 
all occurrences of query symbols in the sentential form are satisfied (if any), the string 
is sent, this time, to G$‘, from here to G$‘, etc. until it arrives to Gg”-2’, from where 
it leaves to Gki. 
The grammar system y is nonreturning. This means that each component, after com- 
municating the current string, keeps a copy of it and continues to derive it. Not the 
same is happening in y’ which is a returning PC grammar system. But in y’, by passing 
the sentential form from one of the components Gki, Gk2 to the other after each rewrit- 
ing step, we ensure that the string is saved after a communication to another grammar 
Gmj. In the same time y is noncentralized. Hence at one moment it is possible that 
query symbols appear in several components and more consecutive communication 
steps might be necessary for satisfying all of them. Their number is at most n - 1 (at 
least one component must have a string without query symbols; otherwise the deriva- 
tion is blocked). It also may happen that one grammar communicates its string at each 
of these steps. That is why one had to introduce in y’ the assistant grammars, for 
saving the sentential form after a larger number of consecutive communication steps. 
The production rules of the grammars Gki and Gk2, other than those which rewrite 
the axiom, are those of Gk excepting the rules that introduce query symbols. For each 
such rule r of Gk, there have been introduced in Gk,, j = 1,2, all the rules obtained 
by modifying the query symbols, such that, if in the initial rule r a symbol refers to 
the grammar G,, then, in the modified rule it refers to any of the assistant grammars 
Gij, 2<s<2n - 2, where s is an even number. At each use of Y, not any of the 
modified rules is the right one. It depends on the other components of y, too, which is 
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the rule (or the rules) that must be applied in Gkj, for simulating by y’ the behaviour 
of y at the communication steps that follow. But, if a wrong rule is used, then either 
in the sentential form of Gkj, or in that of another grammar G,i, the symbol S (the 
axiom of the assistant grammars) will appear and this cannot be rewritten in any of 
the grammars G,, 1 <i<n, j = 1,2. Hence, the respective sentential form will not 
participate anymore at the generation of a terminal word. This way one ensures that 
parasitic words are not generated. 
Since the component Gkj cannot receive directly the current string of another com- 
ponent Gmj, but only after this has arrived at least in GE] (hence, after at least two 
communication steps), the number of the communication steps after which all the query 
symbols in Gkj can be satisfied increases (of at least two times) compared to that of 
the corresponding sequence of communications in the initial system. That is why one 
had to add 2n - 2 assistant grammars for each Gk], j = 1,2, 1 <k < n. 
The role of each component Gks of y’ is to introduce after the first step of the 
derivation, the symbol Sk and to send it to Gki. This way it can start in Gkl the 
simulation of the work of Gk. If farther the grammar Gki will ask again the string in 
Gks, then after the communication, the derivation will get blocked (the received string 
Z’ cannot be rewritten in Gki). Thus one ensures that Gki asks only from Gge2’ and 
follows the behaviour described above. 
The grammar G, has the role to introduce one step difference between the functioning 
of the group Gk2, G$‘, . . . , GE-*’ and that of the group Gki, Gg’, . . . , GKne2’, for each 
k, 1 <k G n. The two groups start the derivation by the same type of rules (excepting 
Gki ), but after the first rewriting step, the components in the first group communicate 
their strings to G, and resume working from the beginning. After this communication, 
G, cannot influence anymore the functioning of the system. 
In the sequel one gives the formal proof of the fact that L($) = L(y). 
(C) Let D’ be a terminal derivation in 7’. Its initial configuration is 
(. . , Sk,, . , s, . . . , Sk& . . . , s, . . . , Sk& . . . , s), 
Gkl G’“’ kl Gk2 
@’ (1) 
k2 Gic3 GO 
where 1 < k <n, 2 <s < 2n-2. After the first rewriting step, in each component GE’, j = 
1,2, 2 <s < 2n - 2, 1 <k d n, the symbol Z is obtained, in Gks, the symbol Sk and 
in G, the string &Q$’ ...Q$‘-“... Qn2. .. QFe2), for all j = 1,2, 2<s<2n - 2, 
1 <k dn. Depending on the strings obtained in Gki and GkZ one has more situations. 
Case a: In Gkl the symbol Qks is produced and in Gk2 the symbol Z’, for all 
k, l<k<n. Then 





k2 Gk3 GO 
(1’) 
(1’) =+’ (. , Sk, , Z, , sk2, , s, , Sk,, , (Z’)nZ”(2n-2)). (2’) 
Case b: There is a ko, 1 < ko bn, such that in Gkoi the symbol QEIe2) is obtained. 
Then after the communication step one has the symbol Z in Gk,,] and it cannot be 
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rewritten in this grammar. Hence, the derivation is blocked (no other grammar asks 
for the string of Gk,,i). 
Case c: There is a ko, 1 <ka <n, such that in Gbi the symbol QkOs is produced, and 
in Gk,,z the symbol Q$-“‘. Then 
(1) =+ c..., 4?ko3, . ..> z . . . . z 
(2n-2) 
QW , ..., 2, . ..) Sk,, . ..) Q,2.. Qy’, 
Gko I &) kol 
G(2”-2) 
ko1 
Gk 2 0 G(“) W Gko3 GO 
** (. , sko, , z, , s, Sk,,, ..., s, . ..> Sk033 . . . . a)> (2’) 
where c! E {Z,Z’}+. If at the next rewriting step one applies in Gko2 the rule Sk02 ---f Z’, 
the derivation will be blocked (Z’ cannot be rewritten in Gko2 and cannot be required 
by another grammar). Consequently, one applies the rule Sk01 -+ QElP2’. Then 









W @co3 G 
** ( Z 1. 
After the communication, in Gk02 the symbol Z is present and it cannot be rewritten. 
Hence, the derivation will be blocked. (Note that no string c(k can have the symbol 
@.) 
In conclusion, only Case a holds. 
Assume that at one moment one has in D’ the following configuration (similar to (2)) 
( . . . ) xk, . . , z, , &2, . . , s, . . . , &, . . . , p), 
Gki Gg Gk2 
G’.F’ (3) 
k2 Gk3 G, 
where p E {Z,Z’}+, & E {&s,&,Z’}, 1 dkdn, and (xI,...,~,) iS a configuration in 
a terminal derivation in y. Starting from (3), one cannot apply the rule $2 + Z’ in 
Gk2 since the derivation will get blocked. Consequently, one has 





kl Gk3 Gl7 
where Yk E {Sk, Z’}, 1 <k <n. This step corresponds to the rewriting step in y (xi,. . . , 
&l) =+ (Yl,..., y,,), where yk is the string obtained from yi by replacing each query 
symbol Q$’ by Qt, for all k, t, s, 1 d k, t <n, 2 <:s d 2n - 2. 
In the system y’ a sequence of communication steps follows (we shall analyse it 
later): 
(4) =+ (. . . , Sk,, . . . , s, . . . , 26, , z, . . , Y,, ., ,8). 
G/cl 
G’“’ 
kl Gk2 Gg Gk3 GO 
(5) 
Assume now that one has at one moment in D’, the configuration 
(. . . , Sk,, . . . , s, . . . , zk, . . . , z, . , Y,, .‘., P), 
G/cl GE) Gk2 
G’“’ 
k2 Gk3 Gil 
(6) 
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where Yk are as above and (z, , . . . ,z, ) is a configuration of a terminal derivation in y. 
After the rewriting step which follows, in Gks one obtains Z’ and in Gg’ the symbol 
Z, for 1 <k <n, 2 <s < 2n - 2. If in a grammar Gka 1 the symbol Qk,s is produced, then, 
after the communication step, the derivation will be blocked (Z’ cannot be rewritten 
in Gkoi and it is not required by another grammar). For avoiding this one applies the 
rule &i t Qfz’-“’ in Gki, 16k dn. Hence 
(6) =+ (. ., Qg-2), ., Z, . . ., WI, . .., QL-“, . .., Z’, . . ., /I). 
Gki Gf, Gk2 
G(J‘) (7) 
x2 Gk3 G, 
This rewriting step corresponds to the rewriting step in y : (~1,. ,zn) + (WI,. . , wn), 
where wk is obtained from w; by replacing any symbol Q$’ by Qt, 1 < k, t < n, 2 <s 6 
2n - 2. 
Then a sequence of communication steps follows in y’. 





k2 Gk3 G, 
(8) 
In what follows we shall analyse this sequence of communication steps. Denote by 
w: the word obtained after all the query symbols in wb have been satisfied (if there 
are such symbols, if not, then wi = wk). After wk ” is obtained in Gk2, this is sent, at 
the next communication step, to the grammar GE’, at the next step it leaves Gg) to 
Gii’ and so on until, after 2n - 3 communication steps it arrives in Gg-2). After the 
(2n - 2)-th communication step it reaches Gki. The string which has passed through 
all the grammars associated to G k2, arrives in Gki and remains here until the sequence 
of communications finishes. One concludes that w: = v:, 1 <k<n. Note that, after the 
jth communication step, 1 d j <2n - 3, after obtaining v; in Gk2, the string vk is in 
the component Grt), in all the components Gk2, GL), 2<s< j, the axiom is present 
and in Gg, j+2<s<2n-2, query symbols appear, for all k, 1 d k 6 n. This remark 
is very important for the sequel. 
If none of the strings wh contains query symbols, then it is clear that wk = wk (where 
WI,...,W, have been defined above). As wt = w;, it follows that vi = wk, l<k<n. 
Hence, (vi, . . . , v;) is a configuration in a terminal derivation of y. 
Assertion 1. If there is at least one string w;, 1 d k <n, which contains query symbols, 
then clearly, Wk also has query symbols. Let (vi,. . . , v,) be the configuration obtained in 
y after satisfying all the query symbols in the configuration (WI,. , w,). If, in addition, 
v; E (N u T)*, 1 d k Gn, (hence, vk does not contain nonterminal symbols other than 
the nonterminals of y), then v; = Uk, 1 <k d n. 
Proof. Let nl be the number of the communication steps in the sequence of commu- 
nications (7) =+* (8). Make the following notations: ML is the set of all indices k, 
1 <k dn, for which w6 does not contain query symbols; for each i, 1 <i <n, M: is 
the set of all indices k, 1 <k <n, such that all the query symbols in w: are satisfied 
at the ith communication step (of this sequence). 
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One proves by induction on i, O<i<nl, that, for all k E M;, v; = uk holds. Let 
i = 0. Since k E M& it follows that w: does not contain query symbols, hence, Wk 
either. Then w: = wk (by the definition of wk), wi = WI, wi = v: and uk = wk. 
Hence, V: = vk. Assume now that the assertion is true for all j, 0 < j<i, for some i, 
O<i<nl - 1. One proves it for i+ 1. If M/+, = 8 (this means that at the (i + 1 )th step 
only communications toward the assistant grammars are performed), then the assertion 
is trivially true. Assume that M:+, # 0 and take k E M,‘+,. Then for each query symbol 
(s) Qt2 which appears in w;, 1 <t <n, 2 <s < 2n - 2, s an even number, the following 
two statements are true: (1) Qf occurs in wk; (2) after the ith communication step, in 
the component G$) there are no more query symbols. This means that all the query 
symbols in wi have been satisfied at a previous step, denote it by j, and the obtained 
string U: has already arrived in a component G$‘, s’ 3s. Hence in the grammar Gji’ 
either the string ui or the axiom S is present. At the (i + 1)-th communication step 
the current string m G,, t’) replaces any occurrence of the symbol Qi;’ in WI. As u; E 
(N U T)* and S is not in N U T, it follows that the communicated string is 0:. But 
t E Mi, j d i. According to the inductive hypothesis vj = vt, hence the replacement of 
Q$’ by uI in the sentential form WA corresponds to the replacement of Q( by v, in 
the sentential form Wk, in the system y. The above reasoning is valid for any query 
symbol Qjs’ in w:, hence wi = vk. Thus the proof by induction is over. Consequently, 
Assertion 1 is true. 
Consequently, if all the strings obtained after the communication sequence (7) +* 
(8) are words over the alphabet of the grammar system y (words without query sym- 
bols), then these communications either represent a simple transfer of the sentential 
form from Gk2 to Gki, 1 <k <n, or they correspond to a sequence of communica- 
tion steps in a terminal derivation in y, too. A similar conclusion is also true for the 
sequence of communication steps (4) ** (5). 
All the above considerations lead to the conclusion that, if D’ is a terminal derivation 
in y’, whose configuration do not have in the components Gkj, 1 d k <n, j = 1,2, other 
symbols than the axiom, the query symbols and the symbols in N U T, then there is a 
derivation in y which produces the same string. 
Let us now see what happens if in the derivation D’, at one moment, the sen- 
tential form of a grammar Gk/, 1 <k < n, j = 1,2, has a symbol which is not in 
N U T U K’ U {Sk,}. From the above analysis of the work of the system >I’, it follows 
that such a symbol could appear only after a communication, hence it can be only 
S (the axiom of the assistant grammars). This symbol will not be rewritten in this 
derivation since the sentential form which circulates between Gk) and Gkz does not 
stop in any of the assistant grammars for a rewriting step (and S can be rewritten 
only in such a grammar). Consequently, the sentential form in which S appears does 
not participate anymore at the generation of the string w E T* produced by D’. This 
time the components of y’ in whose strings no occurrences of S are present, keep 
on simulating the behaviour of their correspondents in the system y. Hence, if in Gi 1 
the word w E T* is produced at one moment, then there is a derivation in y which 
produces w, too. 
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In conclusion, L(y’) CL(y). 
(2) For the opposite inclusion consider a terminal derivation D in y. From the form 
of the rules in y’ it is easy to see that any rewriting step in y can be simulated in y’. 
The following assertion shows that the same is happening with the communication 
steps, too. 
Assertion 2. If (21,. . ,z,) + (wt ,..., w,) +* (ut ,..., c,) is a derivation in y, which 
starts with a rewriting step and continues with communication steps until all the query 
symbols are satisfied, then there is a derivation in y’ of the form (6) + (7) =+* (8) 
for which t$ = ok, 1 <k,<n, and a derivation of the form (3) =+ (4) =s* (5), such that 
& from the configuration (3) is now Zk, the string y: from (4) is here wk (one has 
defined IV; starting from wk) and z6 from (5) is now ok (here zh has no connection 
with zk ), 1 <k < n. 
Proof. We shall prove the existence of a derivation in 7’ of the first form (for the 
second case the proof is similar). For the sequence of communication steps in ‘/, 
(WI,. . . > w, ) J* (VI,. . . , v, ) we make the following notations: A40 is the set of all 
indices k, 1 <k <n, for which the string wk may be communicated at the first step 
(hence, In& = 0); n2 is the number of the communication steps (it follows that 
n2 <n - 1) and for each i, 1 <i <IQ, Mi is the set of all indices k, 1 <k <n, for which 
all the query symbols occurring in wk are satisfied at the ith step. 
Assume that rk is the rule applied at the rewriting step zI; 3 wk in the gram- 
mar G/;, lbkdn. For each k, l<k<n, consider the rule ri t Pk2, Y; = A + 
u, Q;.?; ) . . u,@$“u,,~+~, where rk = A --+ UlQi, . ..u.(~;,,,u,+I, m>O, l<il,..., i,<n, 
u~,...,t.t,+~ E (N UT)*, and for each q, l<q<m, sy =2(i-j), i,j, being such that 
k E M,, iq E hfi (clearly, j < i, hence sq 3 2; also sg d 2n -2 as i < n2 < n - 1). Consider 
the rewriting step in y’ of the form (6) + (7) performed by applying the rule ri in any 
component Gk2, 1 dk dn. It follows that, for each k, 1 bk <n, wk is obtained from 
IVY by replacing any occurrence (if there is any) of a query symbol Qt by &‘), where 
s = 2(i - j), k E Mi, t E MJ. After obtaining the configuration (7) in y’, a sequence 
of communications follows and the final configuration is of the form (8). We use the 
notations in the proof of Assertion 1 for the sequence of communication steps (7) =s* 
(8) (nl, A4&. . . ,M,‘, ). We shall prove by induction on i, 0 6 i < n2, that Mj C Mil and 
r$ = vk, k E hfj. Let i = 0. It is clear that I%I’O = Mi and vi = w; = wk = Vk, k E A&. 
Assume that the assertion is true for all j, O< j <i, for an arbitrary i, O<i < n2. We 
shall prove it for i + 1. Let k E Mi+l . If the query symbol Qt appears in wX_ then: (1) 
all the query symbols in wt have already been satisfied (hence, there is j, 06 j<i, 
such that t E Mj); (2) the symbol Ql;’ occurs in wi, where s = 2(i + 1 - j). From (1) 
it follows that at the beginning of the (i + 1 )-th communication step in y, the string in 
the component G, is vt. According to the inductive hypothesis M, 2 M& holds, hence, 
t E IV& and vi = vI. Consequently, all the query symbols in w: have been satisfied at 
the 2jth communication step producing thus the string vt. This one, after the (2i+ 1 )-th 
communication step, is present in the component Gpzi+2-2’) = Gfi. It follows that the 
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symbol Q$’ (which occurs in w;) can be satisfied only starting with the (2i + 2)-th 
communication step and, if it is satisfied at this step, then it is replaced by r+ (Ql in 
M+ is replaced by r.+, too). Since for any occurrence of a query symbol &’ in ~6 
there is an occurrence of f& in Wk, it follows, according to the above reasoning, that 
all the query symbols of w; will be satisfied at the (2i + 2)-th communication step 
and the obtained string vb is equal to t&. Now the proof by induction is over. As 
MoUM, U...M,, = {l)...) n}, it follows that for any k E { 1,. . . , n} there is an i such 
that k E A4,. By the statement proved above vi = vk holds for k E I&. In conclusion, 
Assertion 2 is true. 
Following closely the work of the system y’ (explained in the first part of the proof) 
and applying Assertion 2, one can easily see that for each terminal derivation in y there 
is a derivation in y’ generating the same word. Consequently, L(y) c L(j). 
For the right-linear case the same construction is valid with a slight modification. 
This consists of the replacement of the component G, by n(2n - 1) components GE = 
(N’UK’,T,f’ff),S), 1 <kbn, 1 ds<2n-2, where Pii’ = {S + &‘, 2’ + Z’}, PL’ = 
{S 4 Qg, Z -+ Z}, 1 <k < n, 2 d s d 2n - 2. These grammars have altogether the same 
role as G,. The new grammar system has only right-linear rules and generates the same 
language as the initial one. 
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